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1998: The Year of Opportunity
1998-01-09
Beloved and holy and only child of our Heavenly Father, child of the one Source,
child of light divine. That is who you are. I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph —
Jesus, you have called me —and it is in great joy that I come to abide with you this
evening in your timing as you have chosen once again to call me forth. Great joy.
As you welcome once again the newborn Christ. The newborn Christ has come to
be with you as teacher. To look about, to ask, “What is this all about? Why am I here?”
As all of you have been asking at some point in this lifetime, “Why am I here?” Wanting
to have an answer to a deep deep question, a very old question that you have asked
many times. “Why, Father, am I here? What is it all about? And what do I do now? And
when can I go Home, yes.”
In truth, as we have spoken many times, you are already Home. You cannot be
away from Home, you carry it with you as you within. But you can temporarily set aside
your focus of the attention and say that Home is far away and that you are Homesick
and that you do not know where or how to find Home again. And you have done this for
many, many lifetimes.
In this your new year you are again asking, “Why am I here? What is this year
going to be all about? What new treasures, gifts will this year bring to me?” And as we
have spoken many times, you have come now to a point of very intentional questioning.
For many lifetimes there has been the call within. The still small voice that has spoken
to you that there must be more than just what that lifetime of existence was showing
you.
And even in the lifetimes when the focus of attention seemingly had to be upon
existence, had to be upon the preservation of the body, even in those lifetimes the still
small voice calls to you and says to come Home. To come up higher, to have another perspective.
Always the still small voice has been with you speaking to you, calling you. That
is why you are here in this evening. There is a questing within, a thirsting and a hunger
that wants to know now why am I here? And what is this year going to be all about?
And when can I go Home? Where is my Home?
Yes, you have been asking that even on the physical plane, where is my home?
Throughout all of the lifetimes when the still small voice is speaking to you, some of
those lifetimes you heard it and attended to it. Many lifetimes you did not pay any attention to it for you were too busy completing other issues.
But you have come now within this lifetime, within what you would see as a few
short years of recent time, from a place of intentional questioning. Allowing some clarity
to come from that questioning.
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Last year we labeled as the year of awakening and there were many awakenings
in the last year of your timing for you. Some gentle, some not so gentle. Some that
seemed to be a bit shaking, rattling the cage. And yet you were able to breathe and to
move through those awakenings.
This year we will call the year of opportunity for I will ask of you now, what
will you do with the intention, the clarity and the awakenings that have come to you?
This is a year now to use, to claim the opportunities that you are gifting to yourself
because you want to know, why am I here? What is it all about? And where is Home?
This will be a grand year for you. This will be a grand year for there will be
many opportunities for more awakening, more knowledge, of claiming I am the awakened
Christ having an adventure. I am the awakened Christ walking this plane. Living as the
brothers and sisters and yet knowing that I am not of this world. It will be a year
where you will see opportunities to extend the family, to extend the love that heretofore you have felt many of you had to be contained within just the biological family, the
unit known as family. And you have been now extending that understanding to being
able to look upon brothers and sisters and to see them as the Child of the Father, the
brother, the sister, the divine and to welcome them into your heart, into the heart family. And to know yourself to be a part of that family.
This year will bring you many opportunities for extending your family and for
claiming the joy of brotherhood, sisterhood. It will be a year of opportunity where you
will see even the ones who have been a bit of a nuisance. You will see them as the Father does and you will see them with love and welcome them into your family. It will be
an extension, a grand extension of the family.
This year you will have many opportunities then to be in service to the family
and all of the members of the family. Even ones that you would not heretofore have
thought of as family. You would have said that they are out of my stream of what I
know, what I am comfortable with. And this year you will find yourself in situations
where you will be called upon to extend service unto members of the family whom you
would have thought to be a bit strange, a bit estranged from you. And yet in the moment when it comes as guidance to be of service to that one, you will not feel estranged with that one at all.
You will do what is necessary very quickly, very easily and without effort. It will
come as a natural giving for you will see them as yourself and there will not be a feeling of separation, a feeling of holding back. That you will come and you will be of service. You will give whatever is necessary.
For this will be a year of calamities for some. It will be a year of shakeup upon
your plane for many. But this past year has been that as well. Always you have known
the earthquakes. You have known the natural disasters. You have known all of the
shakeups on the physical plane.
This year there will be disasters that your media will attend to and will bring
right into your awareness, right into your living room so that you will not escape knowing about it. And there will be other so-called disasters, changes, if you will, that will
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happen in your own vicinity. They will not touch the holy Child of you. You do not have
to worry.
But you will find that you will want to give service and comfort to others. And
you will find that the opportunity is there to do so. And as I have said, you will not find
it difficult. You will not feel estranged. You will not feel that it is something beyond
what you can do to offer the blankets, the coat, the raiment, the food. Even temporary
shelter to ones who find themselves needing some of the physical comfort, but more
than that, the spiritual comfort that you have to give. For you will see opportunities to
be of service and to bring the Father’s love into tangible experience.
The ego will hear a message such as that and say, “Oh dear, what do I do now?
Will I be safe?” I assure you that you will be safe. I speak these words to you now because you ask me to bring you a tasting, if you will, a foretaste of the year.
But it is not something that you need to worry about. It will come easily and you
will deal with it and you will know yourself awakened through that experience. And
there is much of love and much of comfort that you will give to others because you are
ready.
You have been setting aside in a storehouse, words of wisdom, words of comfort,
spiritual insights that you have laid claim to because you have needed the words of wisdom, the words of comfort, the spiritual insights for yourself as you have had experiences in the past years. And you have been setting all of this aside in a very large
storehouse within your consciousness and you will find that what others may need you
will be able to give them easily. You will comfort and you will help them.
I will not say tech because it is not a teaching that you will do but the words of
comfort and the words of wisdom that you will speak easily will be as catalyst for remembrance for them and they will begin to remember that they are the eternal manifestation of the Spirit of our Father and that they do not have to worry. No matter
what might befall the physical realm, they do not have to worry. They will be taken
care of the same as you are. You do not have to worry.
You will see many opportunities in this year for healing. Physical healing. You will
see miracles before your very eyes. You will see miracles happening because you are
now ready to know the Truth of the holiness of yourself and of others. And you will visualize the holiness and you will see it before the physical eyes as well.
You will see miracles in your own individual experience of healing and you will see
miracles that will be brought to your attention by the media. Miracles of healing, for
there is questing already happening in your medical field and well attended by your
media. A questing to know true healing.
First of all, to know healing of the body for that is quite visible, quite tangible.
You can touch it. You can see it. You can relate to it. It is right there in front.
For as you have begun to discern, all physical healing comes from the remembrance of the holiness of you, the wholeness, the healing within. So you will see miracles in your midst. You will facilitate miracles each and every one of you because there
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will come a holy instant in which you will see the one who stands before you in their
belief of dis-easement and you will see them as the holy Child. You will see them whole
as well. You will see the aura, the light around them that activates the body. You will
see it to be alive and well.
And your knowing of it will come to be so dynamic that it will be contagious to
them and they will catch a glimpse of their holiness and in that moment, you will behold
the miracle that they will experience as healing.
You will have opportunity for the ego to say that can’t be. For in a moment of
feeling, you will know it. And in the next moment the ego may say, “But is it going to
stay? Is it for real?” You have already experienced that and in that moment of questioning, sometimes it slips away. But as you have known it once, you can call it back
again.
You will have opportunities to see much of a new perspective in your field of
what is called education. In the dealing with the small ones you will see change happening. Where the small ones will not be seen as a receptacle into which the world view
has to be poured. But the small ones will be revered and honored for what they can
give from their remembrance and their knowing. What they can share from their own
unique vantage point.
Already you have been seeing the trend towards this and it will continue to
grow, the trend will grow. For ones will see that it matters not whether the body is of
a certain stature or a tall stature. It has been valued in your world system for a long
time that the ones who were taller necessarily had more wisdom.
But now you are beginning to see that out of the mouths of the small ones comes
great truth for they have not been so indoctrinated by the world belief and they speak
spontaneously from the heart what they remember of the love of the Father, what they
remember of the holiness of life.
You will see more and more of this trend to honor the small ones, to ask of them
to share. You will see a balance coming in the family where the small ones are asked to
share. But they are also asked to be an equal part of the family. Not to be unbalanced
where everything is given over to the child or the children, but where the parents are
honored because of the years of experience, because of their holiness as also the child
of the Father. And where the small ones are honored because of what they have to
give. There will be a balance.
You have been coming through a time of imbalance. A time when families have
swung to the other side of the pendulum, so to speak, where the family unit used to be
the authority would reside in the parents usually in the male parent. This has been
changing and the pendulum itself has swung in some families to the place where the
children have had more of the say in what would happen and how it would happen to
the place where the parents are now understanding that there now must be a balance,
an equality, a taking back of responsibility and some of that authority.
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Not in a place that is coercive, but in a place that establishes balance. And you
will see more and more of the families having opportunity to honor each member and to
honor the balance of the working of the dynamics of that family.
Those of you who have had family and all of you have come up through family,
you have known the dynamics, you have felt a certain imbalance and you have known a
centering within yourself when it was out of balance. And then you have taken a few
steps to restore the balance.
You will see this as opportunity in this year for more and more families to honor
and to understand that the family unit as it is set up upon this plane is but part of the
holy family and each one of the Father’s children, small or tall, is to be honored equally
and is to find balance in working together.
This will be a year of opportunity for all of you to know your power of manifestation. To bring into manifest form, first of all, that which will make for the comfort of
the body and the golden coins that allow the flow of what is necessary for the sustenance, the care of the body. You will find that you lay claim to the power of manifestation more in this year. There will be the opportunity to know immediate manifestation
and there will be joy in that.
For all of you have desires that you want to see established upon this plane and
as the collective belief system has dictated, one of the ways to manifest, bring into tangible experience that dream, that you have the golden coins to make it possible.
This year you will go beyond even understanding the physical experience of the
golden coins. You will have opportunity to know what brings the golden coins even into
your experience. To touch that place of power within. That place of manifestation, of
power.
You will know what underlies the golden coins and you will even find in some
cases that you do not have to have the intermediary of the golden coins. You will find
that you are able to manifest what you want without having to go through the process
of the golden coins or the plastic or the paper. It will come to you miraculously, and
you will use it to teach. You will allow it to be spread to others, this knowing.
You will have opportunity in this year to know how to manifest that which is
closet and dearest to your heart. You have all been working on certain projects, certain
dreams. All of the projects and the dreams, in truth, stem from the very one thing, desire. It is to want to know who am I? I want to know who I am. I want to come Home
again. I want to know that I am the Father’s Child.
And so you have specific projects, specific issues that you desire to know, to see
manifest, to experience. And in this year you will have opportunity to see that, that
dream, the specific dream, the specific issue. To see it come through and to feel the joy
as it comes through.
The Father’s greatest gift to you is His love. And surrounding that Love is the
state of joy. For when you come to that place of realizing, that place of conscious know-
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ing of the reality, the realizing, the Father’s Love for you there is nothing left to do
that you would have to do. Nothing left to do except to be in joy.
For as you have known human love, as you have known the love of companionship
of human brothers and sisters, mates, children, and when you have been caught up in
that love there has been great joy and that is but a catalyst, a symbol to remind you,
to show you how, and even more, how it feels when you finally realize the Father’s Love
for you. Great joy.
That is why I speak in my greeting to you every time, that I come in great joy
for I know who you are. I know that you are the beloved Child of the Father, loved
from before time began. And I greet you in joy.
Allow in this year your heart to open. You will have opportunity, many, many opportunities in this year to open the heart, to close the heart. Allow your heart to open
and to feel the joy of that opening. Even if others do not accept the love that you
would pour forth on to them. Do not accept the gifts that you give so freely. Allow
yourself to give freely and to open the heart for your own Self — with a capital “S” —
to know the joy of giving, to know the joy of loving, to know the joy of being.
For this plane is not one of a school room. It is not one of punishment. It is not
one of exile. This plane, in truth, you have brought forth as a playground. A place to
play. It is the voice of the world, it is the voice of ego that speaks that it must be difficult. That relationships somehow always seem to have a catch to them. That is the
voice of the world. It is the voice of ego. It is always on the lookout for the catch. Every relationship is a divine relationship. Every relationship no matter how brief or how
long is wonderful and beautiful.
In this lifetime you will know many relationships. Some of a longer duration than
others. You will know many relationships because you are completing small bits that you
felt were not completed with that one. And you may come together for years and you
may come together for a briefest of glimpses. And in that moment as you stand the look
at one at your checkout counter, and you see the Christ, it is completed.
For many, many times you have looked upon that one and not seen the Christ.
Many, many lifetimes you have journeyed together not seeing the Christ of each one.
And in this lifetime when you come together over the checkout counter, the place that
you get fuel that goes into your vehicle, you may look upon one and for an instant only
you see the Christ of that one and it is completed and you may never see that one
again. Not as naught, it is completed.
Other relationships are the longer duration until you complete that which you
have decreed was not quite complete. Something that you desired to experience together and then to release and free each other. And to smile at the idiosyncrasies of
the other one and to say, “I love you anyway.”
“Behavior, I do not always understand. Behavior I do not always want to be
around. Your eccentricities, hmm, I don’t always want to be in the presence of. But I love
you and I bless you anyway and thank you for being in my life for now we have com-
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pleted.” And you go with a freedom for you are complete with that one and it feels
good.
You will have opportunity in this year again to know completion, many, many completions because you have decreed that you want to have all of the strings tied neatly,
and all of the bows tied on the package. Gift wrapped as it would be. All neatly done
up. So you will complete.
And even ones who have released the body and gone on and you may feel that
there is not a completion. Just because they have release the body does not mean that
they are out of your presence. And you may speak to them and they will speak to you.
And you may complete and love and release.
Then if they come back into your awareness again, into your presence again you
may go as companions free together. As they activate the body or as they are in what
you call the unseen. And yet you have experienced that even the unseen is seen within.
For you have seen the ones who have laid down the body. You have seen them in
the heart. You have seen them in the mind’s eye. You have seen them in a new way and
they are not gone from you.
When there is a new birth upon this plane it is seen to be a time for celebration
and truly it is. For another individuated energy of the Father has chosen to come and
be companion with you and it is wonderful. And you will look upon each other and you
will say, “Where have we been before? What have we done together before and what
will we do in this lifetime together?” It is a grand adventure.
And when ones release the body upon this plane it is seen as a time of sorrow. A
time when you would mourn the loss of that one. And it feels as part of you has gone
somewhere. Part of you. And yet I will share with you that at the time of releasing of
the body it is a time of celebration as well.
For the love that you have shared it is still there. The presence of that one,
where does it go? Nowhere. It is still with you and you feel that one’s presence, that
one’s companionship. You speak to that one and that one speaks to you. And there are
times that you will physically feel their presence. You will feel the touch upon your
shoulder. You will feel someone brushing the hair. You will feel someone taking the hand
and you look and there is nothing to be seen but you felt it, you knew it.
As ones release the body it is a grand opportunity to expand your understanding
of what life itself is all about. This is life, yes, but also when you release the body it is
still life. It is life eternal for ever ongoing and forever experiencing itself in new ways.
And when you have loved ones who release the body it is a time for celebration for
they have completed what they agreed they would do in a certain matter of years and
they are now experiencing a new room in my Father’s mansion. Finding new toys, new
playthings to experience, to play with, to understand.
This year will bring you many opportunities for celebration. You will celebrate
birth and you will celebrate the releasing. You will celebrate new understandings, you
will celebrate and expansion of the comfort zone and it will be good. You will have op-
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portunity in every one of your days to look upon the experience of that day and to call
it good.
In truth, everything you bring to your experience serves the holy Child. Serves
your remembrance. It is as another piece of the jigsaw puzzle that you are putting together for yourself. Every experience you may call good. Even the experiences that
seem to be rubbing you the wrong way. You may call them good as well for after awhile
it will rub off that bit that has been eccentric. Standing out a bit too far and makes
you know the wholeness of you.
For all of you have gone about in your experiences a bit eccentric. A bit off center from time to time and as you have walked in the family, as you have walked in the
extended family, the brotherhood, a bit off center there will be ones who will point out
to you where they see a bit of the off-centeredness. Sort of walking around like this a
bit.
There are ones who are going to say to you, “Hey, do you know you have an arm
sticking out that way?” And you will say, “What arm?” And then they bump it a bit until
you say, “Oh, that arm. Okay.” And you begin to put it somewhere else and to do something else with it.
Brothers and sisters are very good at pointing out where you may have a part of
you sticking out somewhere. Eccentric. Because you have asked them to. You have asked
them to be your teacher. You have asked them to be your mirror. They will show you in
no uncertain terms where you are eccentric. You will view them at first and think they
are eccentric. You will say, “I’m not the one with the arm that is sticking out that way.
You are. Look what you are doing.” Okay, then you take a deep breath and you look, “Oh
yes, what am I doing? Okay. I understand what they are doing because I have been
there. I have done that. I relate.” Then you take new stock of what you are doing, you
re-appraise with a new perception and you laugh a bit at self and you say, “Okay. It is
okay.”
You do not take it in judgment the way ego would take it. You see there is the
ego that will pop up very fast and give you the possibility, the opportunity to fall into
the trap of judgment once again. You know that all too well upon this plane, the voice
of judgment.
For when ones may point out to you an eccentricity that is what they are doing.
They are pointing it out to you. Oftentimes it is the way of ego to accept it in judgment and to hear it as judgment. Accept everything that comes to you in a neutral
place. Accept all information that is given to you as information. Then you will see it differently. You will be able to deal with it differently.
The ego will be very fast to react. The ego feels it needs to defend. And the ego
will say, “I can’t be wrong, because if I am wrong, oh my goodness, what will happen
then?” In truth, you are never wrong. You have experiences, yes, but you are never
wrong. But the ego will give you opportunity to look upon it and to think, “Perhaps you
could be wrong.”
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Accept every piece of information that comes to you in a place of neutrality. Deal
with it as information. For there are some who will give you information and you sit
with it and you say, “No, this is not information for me that I need to lose. It is something that they are seeing.” And you are free to make that choice without judgment, do
you see? Accept it in a neutral place as information. Breathe. Breathe, yes, and then look
upon it with new eyes.
And even if you see that it is something that does pertain to you, something that
you want to perhaps change, love yourself through the change. Do not allow the ego to
beat you up. That has been the habitual way of the ego. But now you are coming into
this year of grand opportunity where if you will remember to breathe, you will be able
to deal with every opportunity in peace, to access what you desire to accept. To take in,
to make changes and what you desire to release and allow it to be and to go on from
there.
Every piece of information that comes to you as you will breathe and allow yourself space to access it, to look at it, to love yourself in the looking, use the questions,
“How does this serve the remembrance of the holy Child?” Use that as your measuring
stick. Use that as your measurement. How does this serve the remembrance of the holy
Child?
For everything that comes to you will serve the remembrance of the holy Child.
That is why it comes to you. That is why you ask of it to come into your awareness,
your conscious awareness at that time. And I will share with you that nothing comes to
you out of order. You have decreed a divine order of experience. You have decreed a divine order of information. You have decreed a divine order of awakening. And nothing
will come to you before its time in your own divine order.
Even though the ego will pop up very fast and say, “Oh, I am not prepared to
deal with this.” Nothing comes to you before the time you have decreed you are ready
to deal with it. There is nothing that will come to you this year that will be more than
what you can deal with.
You will have many opportunities, wonderful opportunities to know how loved you
are. And you will have many opportunities to hear the voice of the ego. But you are
getting better and better at recognizing where does that voice come from? Better and
better as you recognize the voice of the world, the voice of the ego. And coming more
and more quickly to the place of peace in dealing with that voice.
You have been, as we have said earlier, putting much of treasure into your storehouse. You have been reading, you have been studying, you have been speaking with
others, you have been asking for insights and when you ask, nothing will be withheld
from you. You have been integrating the new perspectives, the new information. You
have been making a new whole out of the pieces that have been coming to you. So that
you have now a grasp, a very firm grasp on the holy vision of why you are here. And
you may access everything that comes to you in this year against that backdrop of how
does it serve the remembrance of the holy Child? How does it fit into the holy vision?
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How does it fit with what I know my purpose is now to be? And that will allow you to
make use of every opportunity, the best use of every opportunity.
Everything that happens, breathe. And then see how does this fit with the holy
vision? How does this fit and serve the remembrance of the holy Child in her awakening? Why have I drawn this to me right now? Not to beat myself up. Not to stand in a
place of confusion, but to see that there is a divine order, a divine timing with everything that comes and to know my own strength through every experience, every seeming challenge that comes.
And as you lay claim more and more to the strength, the holy strength of the
child of the Father, there comes a certain knowing of peace, a certain trust, a faith, if
you will. That even if I don’t see the long range answer, I can see the next step. I can
see the next moment. And even if I don’t see very far into it, I know who holds the next
moment. It is my Father. And I trust and I believe.
And with that belief comes the remembrance of Home, comes that feeling of
trust, of safety, that knowing of Home. I am Home. Always you are Home. Always you
carry the peace of the Father within your heart. Sometimes you get a bit distracted for
the way of the world, the voice of the world can be quite clamorous and the voice of
ego can be very insistent. But always deep within you is the peace and the love of Home
and it awaits only your willingness to turn to it, to claim it.
This year will bring you many opportunities to know Home. Even in the midst of
seeming chaos. Even in the midst of confusion. You have experienced that even in your
past year of timing. You have stood in the midst of all chaos coming down around you
and you have known a peace deep within. A peace that passes the understanding of the
world. A peace that the world does not understand. But a peace that is very deep and
abiding within you.
In this next year, because you are decreeing it, you will know more and more of
the opportunities for that peace even in the midst of other things happening. For in this
world there will be activity. That is part of the way of the world. There will be activity,
there will be intensity, there will be noise as you know noise to be on the physical vibration and also noise as it is felt even at the soul level. There will be noise.
But you will know also at the same time, the deep abiding peace which is your
true nature. And it will see you through everything. It will see you through to the
place of joy, to the place where when we meet in one year of your timing, again in this
way, you will feel richer, stronger, more knowing, more claiming of the Father’s Love,
more centered in the peace.
For as you will look back upon this previous year to think where you were a year
ago, are you not a bit wiser now? Are you not a bit stronger in the understanding of
your holiness than you were a year ago? Yes. Have you not had insights, great treasures,
great gifts that have come to you seemingly out of the blue? Come to you in an instant,
a revelation. You have had those gifts in the past year.
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And this next year will be bringing you even more opportunities for the gifts. You
need not worry. You need not prepare. The holy Child does not need to rehearse or to
defend or to say, “Let me see the next page of the script.” The holy Child is divine, perfect, loved. So loved beyond even what you can imagine in this point of focus, this time.
Truly loved, and the holy Child needs no defense.
This is a grand year that you are embarking upon as you have done the arbitrary
setting of what you call a new year. It is a grand year. A twelve months in which you
will gift yourself miracles. You will see the miracles of the brothers and sisters and you
will know miracles in your own life, in your own relationships, in your own workplace, in
your own usage and understanding of technology. And you will see much that will be as
miracles in your technology.
That because of your expanded claiming of the unlimitedness of the creative mind
of the holy Child. The technology that you are bringing forth now is expanding at a
very rapid rate because you have said, “I am willing to play with creativity of mind. I am
willing to play with the expansion of what I see to be individual mind.” And what is happening is you know communication now in ways that a decade ago you could not even
have imagined.
And in one more year of your timing you will see great new advances in communication. Commune as one, communication where you will know that you are one mind and
your technology will prove it to you. It will bring it to you and you will say, “Aren’t they
smart.” And who are “they”? It is the Child, the mind of the one holy Child of which you
are a great part, great investment. You have great stocks and bonds in this. You own it.
It is the mind of the holy Child at her most creative bringing to herself/himself the
proof that you are not separate one from another. Even though you might see many geographical miles in between. The communication is instantaneous.
And you will see strides in this year to the place where you will not even need
the technology, the intermediary of the technology. You will know the communication of
mind to mind, as already you have been playing with this. You have known that. You have
ones in your midst who know how to communicate mind to mind. And it is something you
have experienced yourself.
You will have opportunity in this year to know that even more at what you will
call a deeper level of knowing, of claiming, of truth. And idea will come to you and another one will have that idea at the same moment. There will be great joy in sharing.
And you will say, “Well where did that come from? You had that idea too?” And it will
be healing. There will be healing that comes out of it. And great joy will be felt.
A rapture, if you will. Great joy. And the angels will sing as they do even now. For
the angels sing when there is rapture. The angels sing always because they know their
own rapture, they know their own joy, they know the love of the Father. But when you
join them in that place of rapture, there is a great swelling of the vibration of joy. A
great choir, if you will, that sings. And you will have opportunity to feel that, to know
that even more in this year. To the place where you may even hear it with the physical
ears.
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All of you have come into this new year with a dream, a desire of the heart.
Something that you specifically would like to see manifest in this year. Something that
you have been “working on” for perhaps a long time or perhaps a shorter time. You have
a desire that is very, very close to your heart that you want to know, you want to see
manifest, you want to know it, really know it. To feel it. To experience it.
I would ask you now to allow yourself a moment of peace. A moment of quiet. To
take a deep breath and go to that centered place of the heart, to go within to that
place of quiet within your own heart and to breathe easily of the golden white light
that you are. The energizing dynamic spirit of the Father. And to go deep within the
center point of your being to the heart and call forth that dream. See it. See what it is
in clarity that you would know this year.
And putting aside all of the voice of the ego, all of the words of this can’t really
happen. Putting aside all of those words of the world. Breathe the spirit of life into
that dream. Into that specific desire that you hold deep within your heart. Breathe your
energy of life into it.
See it enveloped in light. See it glowing. See it radiating. A great energy. And
know that whatever you ask for will be gifted you for you do not do anything alone. You
do not do anything. You do not have a desire that comes to you in a way that cannot be
fulfilled.
For you have many that you would call the angels, the guides, the masters, the
teachers, the ascended ones who are ready and willing and most certainly able to allow
you to bring that dream into manifest experience.
Call upon your angels. Allow the light that you have seen around a dream to expand to take in all of the angelic help, all of the angelic wisdom, all of the energizing
love of the Father.
And know that what is your deepest desire will come this year in the form of
many opportunities and you will have many who will point out to you, the angels, that
this is your opportunity. Seize it. Work with it. Claim it. Know it. Live it. Whatever your
heart’s desire.
This is a year of grand opportunity. It is a year in which you will know Home. It
is a year in which you will know the love which has birthed you and gives you the freedom to live.
So be it.

